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Man claims fatherin-law used toupee
to scare him

British Man Still
Using Christmas
Lights Purchased
48 Years Ago

— NY Post
A New York City man
who says he has a fear of
the Tasmanian Devil
claims his father-in-law repeatedly scared him with a toupee
that looks like the cartoon character. Read more

— HuffPo
When Ross Shaddick puts up the lights on his Christmas tree
at home, he takes pride in the fact that they’re a decade
older than he is. Even more incredible, not a single bulb has
been changed. Read more

Rome's sickly
Christmas tree
causes uproar as
needles continue to
fall
— USA Today
Rome's sickly oﬃcial Christmas tree is dropping needles and
earning nicknames ranging from "toilet brush" to "baldy."
Read more

Giant Minions
display fills Indiana
man’s yard

Low-aroma fried
chicken is here so
you don't annoy
other people
— SoraNews 24
The smell of fried
chicken sure gets people
really, really, excited, but there's always someone out there
who isn't too enthusiastic about that aromatic blend of herbs
and spices. In Japan, where politeness is ever so paramount,
KFC is selling a special kind of low-smell fried chicken,
according to Sora News 24. Read more

Arby's is rewarding
meat lovers with
limited-edition Meat
Sweats

— Thetakeout.com
The owner says his
display started as a
decorating ‘war’ with a neighbor to see who could have the
most inflatables. “Last year we had about 30 minions, and
then after Christmas, they went on sale so I bought ’em up
and ended up with a bunch of minions,” he said. Read more

Woman pukes
directly behind
Atlanta Hawks’ team
bench

— Fox News
Arby’s has the meats,
and this holiday season,
they’re going to be giving
them away to their
favorite fans — to wear. Read more

— NY Daily News
The Atlanta Hawks have made plenty of their fans want to
puke this season. Well, this time one finally did. Read more
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If you enjoyed this glorious collection of weirdness, pass it
along if you think it’ll bring a smile to someone’s day.
Stay tuned for more wackiness from LilaMax next Friday.
We made this :)
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